MENTOR
The Newsletter of Arisia, Incorporated
Number 234, May 2016
Arisia, Incorporated, 561 Windsor Street, Somerville, MA 02143
(917) 7-ARISIA (+1-917-727-4742)

Arisia April Business Meeting, 7 April, 2016
In attendance (28 members & 2 non-members):
Anna Bradley
David D'Antonio
Daniel Eareckson
Jill Eastlake
Arthur "Thumper" Ercolini
Angela Ercolini*
Jaime Garmendia
Lisa Hertel
Diana Hsu
Ray Isaacs

Michael Kerpan**
Rick Kovalcik
Benjamin Levy
B. Diane Martin
Elliott Mitchell
Dan Noé
Abby Noyce
Kris Pelletier
Sheila Perry**
Jaelen Rachlin

Noel Rosenberg
Andy Rosequist
Mink Rosequist
Sharon Sbarsky
Kris "Nchanter" Snyder
Mike Sprague
Persis Thorndike
Tom Traina
Tanya Washburn
Ellie Younger

*joined **non-member
Called to order 7:35pm.
Proxies (11):
 Erik J. Meyer-Curley to Kris Pelletier
 Rick Katze to Sharon Sbarsky (first to respond)
 Dan Noé to Abby Noyce
 Donald Eastlake to Jill Eastlake (not here yet)
 Jeff Keller to Persis Thorndike (semi-directed)
 Joel Herda to Abby Noyce
 Kevin Schendell to Andy Rosequist
 Dale Meyer-Curley to Kris Pelletier
 Fred Isaacs to Ray Isaacs
 Suli Isaacs to Ray Isaacs
 Terry Holt to Anna Bradley
 Dr. Karen Purcell to Jill Eastlake (not here yet)
Corrections to the minutes: For student writing contest, Ben sent the checks to Terry, not the winners.
Terry is mailing them out. [Also, the clerk notes she forgot to put the attendance list for March in that
Mentor; it is below the April minutes, page 6.]

Officer's Reports
Eboard (Jaime):
On March 15, we met in person approved loaning Lunacon stuff, specifically some tech equipment and
charge boxes, under the Usual Terms. We put Rick Kovalcik in charge of oversight. He reports
everything made it back okay. They used one charge box.
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Last month we voted to support "past Arisia guests" for Balticon 50, up to $5,000. Jaime noted afterwards
that the son of Steven Barnes and Tananarive Due needed to also be flown to Baltimore in order for them
to both attend. The eboard deemed this to be in the spirit of the thing we passed, and so unanimously
agreed to add their son's transportation as one of the things we would pay for. Lisa added that Harry
Turtledove, who was already partially supported, was also a past Arisia GoH; after a poll of the
membership via email (wherein nobody objected), we agreed that the monies could also be used for
Turtledove. We did not increase the amount above $5,000 to support these two additions. (Note that it is
now far more likely that Balticon will use the entirety of the grant.) This requires confirmation from the
meeting; moved out of committee. MPU (moved, passed unanimously) to cover Turtledove and
Barnes-Due's son.
Per a motion passed last year, wherein the conchair can use up to 2% of his/her/their expected income
budget for personal expenses relating to the convention and incurred while chair (such as travel to other
conventions to promote Arisia, dinners, or DH gifts), Anna informed the eboard that she would be using
that fund to go to the 2016 Worldcon, MidAmeriCon 2, in Kansas City, to reach out to volunteers there,
work the convention, learn from other conrunners, and generally raise Arisia's profile. The eboard does
not get approval on these expenses (by policy), but expressed general agreement that this was a Good
Thing.
We got info from the 2018 conchair candidates: Jaime Garmendia and David D'Antonio (p. 7-8). We
reviewed the standard questionnaire. We made an alias which included all the eboard but Jaime to talk
about it.
There was some discussion about correlating past incident report data. It was generally agreed that getting
stats—insofar as is possible—would be a good thing to do (i.e., how many ambulance calls, harassments,
drunk calls, etc., per con). Abby and Jaime agreed to try tackling this.
On April 6th, Andrea Carney asked to borrow two drape poles and two accompanying bases to raise a
banner for an event at MIT on April 9th & 10th. Rick Kovalcik would be responsible for transport and
set-up/tear-down assistance. SIPB would be financially responsible. We approved this loan. Rick notes
she may find an alternative.
President (Conor Walsh): Absent.
Vice President (Jaime Garmendia): No report.
Treasurer (Ben Levy): We have money. If you have questions, see the Mentor (p. 6) or ask Ben.
Clerk (Lisa Hertel): Sign in; it's $10 to join now or $8 after the meeting.
At Large (Daniel Eareckson, Abby Noyce, Jaelen Rachlin): No report.

Committee Reports
A16 (Nchanter): Nothing new to report.
A16 treasurer (Rick Kovalcik): He realizes he's probably the worst offender, but get your expense
reports in. Taxes are approaching; having the books closed makes them easier.
A17 (Anna Bradley): We are going to have a con, she still needs a Food DivHead. Onboarding will
commence soonly. James Meikle is now Comms DH, Noel is Ops DH, and Diane Martin is Staff Services
DH. Kat Wyler is the Events ADH.
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Vernon Book: A few weeks ago Anna went to a reading and signing by Ursula Vernon, who is
the A17 Author Guest of Honor (it was awesome). After some conversation the idea came up to have a
book of some of her electronically-only available material published. Anna and Ben went to NESFA and
got the investigatory process started. They would like Corp to fund a small run of signed volumes to be
sold at con. Proceeds would go to Arisia; Arisia will pay up front. We would print hardcopy; 500 would
cost over $8K, and would sell for $30 each. (A paperback run would cost almost $7K and sell for $25
each.) In either case, we would have to sell about 300 (60%) to break even. Note that corporate members
get a discount (but not NESFAns), and some go to the volunteer raffle, and some to the author (and the
author usually can buy more at cost). The book would be edited by Sheila Perry. Sharon reminds Anna
the book will need to have advertising, at least in the Arisia souvenir book. (We don't actually charge
ourselves for our own ads, so the money is irrelevant.) Anna even has a volunteer to do post-con mailings.
Jaime wants to know why Anna chose 500; she says it makes it rarer and reduces leftovers. Also, Ursula
may want to publish it herself (she has had success selling her books before). Ursula would also do the
cover art. Lisa asks about interior art; Sheila doesn't think that would increase the cost much (if it's
monochrome). Michael Kerpan (as a NESFA member) says NESFA is enthused. Jaime asks for a timeline
and page count; Sheila says typesetting should begin by August. The next step is a contract with Ursula
Vernon, the immediately start working on typesetting; proofing would happen in September & October,
and it would go to the printer in November to arrive in late December. It will be a 400-page book; the
annotated fairly tales, some of her original fairy tales, and other matter. Persis thinks we should print
more; perhaps 750? Anna would rather sell out; more can be printed. Abby wonders about post-con sales;
Anna says probably via PayPal. Dan points out that buying in bulk saves. Lisa Hertel points out we sold
about 200 Powers books, when he was guest of honor, or to about 10% of the membership (which would
now be about 400 books). Rick points out leftover books are bad. Many people point out we can reprint
(or Ursula or NESFA can); Anna would like them pre-bought, though Sharon is unsure NESFA will agree
to this; it's really between NESFA and Ursula. Ellie said selling out is a success. Sheila Perry points out
we can also adjust the numbers when we place the order. Sharon says a first printing is special; it always
sells better. Arisia doesn't want to become a publisher. Mike Kerpan wonders why the remaining stock
will be sold by Arisia; Anna says she's not relying on NESFA buying back the book. This should be
committed to now to start the contract negotiations. Anna would like to stick with 500 copies and be
conservative. We have about $50,000 unallocated, plus the A16 surplus (which is bigger than we think it
should be.)
During this discussion, Jill Eastlake came in, so two proxies go to her—Don Eastlake and Karen Purcell.
Anna moves to spend up to $9,000 to print approximately 500 hardcover Vernon books.
Contractual matters will be handled by Anna and Sheila in consultation with the eboard. (The
approximate is because the printer often has under- or overruns.) MPU. Anna reports her con now has a
book! Also, she talked to Lee Moyer about the A17 web design. He will also do a logo for A17 that isn't
number-specific which we may use again. He is taking ideas from the corporate logo, but trying to
represent what Arisia is about as a con, rather than working off the lens motif. They talked about
compensation; A17 will pay for Lee's flight and room as trade (but not Venetia's flight).
A17 treasurer (Tom Traina): We have money—more than last month. We are meeting with the
Buttercup(s) to get some expertise on the budget; it is almost done.
Budget (Ben Levy): We are ramping up on getting the corporate budget voted on for the June meeting.
CIC (Rick Kovalcik): A bunch of stuff went to Lunacon; the lighting gear needs to be put away. The
registrartion printers are also boxed and in storage. Storage is overflowing.
Grants (Jaime Garmendia): There is one grant pending that needs more information. There is $1700 left
in the Grants fund, and the pending one is $1000. Andy moves to add $5,000 into the Grants fund.
Nchanter points out it should be in the corporate budget, per our bylaws, and we shouldn't add money on
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spec. Rick points out we allocated $9,000 tonight for a book out of the general fund. Andy's motion dies
for lack of a second.
Honors (Fred Isaacs): No report.
Hotel search (Phi): Nchanter says she and Rick Kovalcik went to the grand opening for the Element and
Aloft hotels across the street from the Westin Waterfront; the Aloft is interested in being our overflow
hotel. (The Element is the one with the studio kitchens, but we probably couldn't get a discount.) For our
weekend, the Aloft is about the same as the Westin for a king and slightly more for a double; the Element
is $30 more for a king, and $50 more for a double. Anna wonders about having a kosher block at the
Element. Nchanter will be talking to our sales contact. Ben asks about the Aloft's function space—one
ballroom that is 5,000sf, plus six other rooms (including one called Smoot—no word if it's measured in
smoots). Nchanter points out that it would have to be a sufficient draw to get people to cross the street.
(The castle year went poorly.) Mike Kerpan asks about the overflow rate; while the rack rate is lower, it's
hard to know until we talk to sales people. But it is two blocks closer (and no bridge). We do not yet have
a contract for overflow for A17.
IT (Abby Noyce): Mailing lists are being pushed over to the new server. Mail to corp is being delayed.
New proxy: Jüde Shabry to Ben Levy. Umlaut at her request.
Logo (Anna Bradley): Anna talked to Lee Moyer. Allan Kent says we should be clear as to ownership.
Long Range Planning (Conor Walsh): Conor is sick, so they will meet in two weeks and report out in
May. They have lots of crunchy numbers.
Relaxacon (Buttercup): Buttercup informed us they plan to change the Relaxacon rates, per last summer's
motion. Kids are half-price; little kids are free. In June last year, we moved to raise the rates to $25 prereg, $30 at the door. The rates are $15 for Friday and Saturday day rates in the policies, and we've been
charging $5 and $10 online. He moves to sent the advance day rates to be $10/$20/$5 (Fri/Sat/Sun) in
advance, and all $5 more at the door. Children of Fast Track age [6-12] are half-price, children
under that age are free. We need to correct the online rates [done per Ben]. Noel asks about
memberships already bought? Ben says only weekend ones, so no problem. MPU.
Student Art (Jacob Lefton): Jacob is still in Germany; no report.
Student Writing (Terry Holt): No report. Terry got the checks to send to people. Mike Sprague reminder
her to send them out earlier this week; he believes she did so.

Old Business
Son of Arisia: From March's LRP, Conor moved that it is the sense of the corporation that if a small
number of staffers come to us proposing a convention, that we would be open to them running it.
This was tabled last meeting. We decide to leave it tabled.

New Business
Replacement of Officers: The president appointed an interim clerk this winter; Rick Kovalcik feels we
should codify having one of the members-at-large fill in for a vacant office until an election can be held.
He moves to merge 3.8 and 3.9. As this is a bylaws motion, we need to discuss this then table it. Tom
asks if the office is left open until an election occurs? Rick is not looking to change this. It's noted the
member-at-large still only has one eboard vote, even if saddled with two offices. Tabled.
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For reference the current wording:
3.2 The duties of the [VP] officer are as follows:
...
(b) The vice president shall assume the duties of the president during any vacancy in the office of
the president and during the president's absence or inability to act. The vice president shall insure
that corporate activities are in accordance with federal, state, and local laws. The vice president
chairs the Grant Committee.
…
3.3 Only one person can hold any office at any given time. No person can hold more than one
office at the same time. The person approved as convention chairperson for a specified
convention may not run for an office until after that convention.
…
3.8 Whenever any office (including president) becomes vacant, an election shall be held as soon
as possible to fill the vacancy. Nominations shall be in accordance with Section 3.4. An officer
elected to fill a vacancy shall take office immediately. Pending an election, the president shall fill
a vacant office by appointment.
3.9 Whenever both the offices of president and vice president are vacant, the remaining members
of the Executive Board shall appoint one of themselves or another General member to act as
president until the vacancy can be filled by election.
Moved to amend the bylaws to merge 3.8 and 3.9 and renumber as necessary to:
3.8 Whenever any office (including president) becomes vacant, an election shall be held as soon
as possible to fill the vacancy. Nominations shall be in accordance with Section 3.4. An officer
elected to fill a vacancy shall take office immediately. Pending an election,
the president Eboard shall fill a vacant office of vice president, treasurer, or clerk by
appointment, preferably from among one of the current members-at-large. When the office
of president is vacant and the vice president has assumed the duties of president as
per bylaw 3.2(b), the Eboard would temporarily fill the office of vice president in the same
way pending the election for president. When an office of member-at-large is vacant, that
office remains vacant pending the special election. Section 3.3 does not apply when a
member-at-large temporarily fills an Eboard vacancy.
Signed by Rick Kovalcik, Kris Snyder, Jaelen Rachlin, Noel Rosenberg, and Abby Noyce.
This proposed change started out because of my concern about giving the President alone the power to
appoint a replacement in the interim. In the old days that might have made sense. But, in this Internet day
and age, it would seem the entire Eboard could easily take part in the decision for a replacement.
It was then pointed out that bringing a new, possibly temporary, member of the Eboard up to speed in the
midst of discussions, especially IR reports, might not be a good thing. Recently we effectively followed
the process outlined by this amendment with Abby filling in as Clerk and it seemed to work well.
July Meeting/Picnic: Moved to be Sunday, July 17th at Rick Kovalcik's; the corporate meeting is at
2pm, followed by a barbecue picnic at 4pm. Passes unanimously.
Announcements
Anna begs us to spread around Arisia '17 bookmarks. Adjourned 9:02pm.
Next meeting Sunday, May 22th, 2pm, at MIT; quorum is 15 members. (24+36+28=88; 88/3=29.33;
29.33/2=14.66, or 15 people.)
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Notice of Incident Report Actions to be Reported on in May:
1. After incidents at A15 and A16, one person will not be able to volunteer in a position of
authority (area head or higher) for A17. That person will need to avoid another member, and
spaces that member may be in, with whom they had a negative interaction, next year.
2. A person in charge of a group was informed on how to register parties and create events. No
other action will be taken at this time.
3. A one-year ban was issued for online harassment.
March meeting attendance (36 members & 2 non-members; *joined, **non-member):
Anna Bradley
Mieke Citroen
Daniel Eareckson
Kelly Fabijanic*
Meg Frank**
Jaime Garmendia
Lisa Hertel
Diana Hsu
Fred Isaacs
Ray Isaacs
Suli Isaacs
Rachel Kadel-Garcia

Walter Kahn
Jeff Keller
Michael Kerpan**
Rick Kovalcik
Benjamin Levy
Elliott Mitchell
Abby Noyce
Mary Olszowka
Peter Olszowka
Kris Pelletier
Jaelen Rachlin
Andy Rosequist

Mink Rosequist
Sharon Sbarsky
Kevin Schendell
Nicholas "Phi" Shectman
Kris "Nchanter" Snyder
Mike Sprague
Persis Thorndike
Tom Traina
Amol Vaidya
Al "Hobbit" Walker
Conor Walsh
Ellie Younger

Treasurer's Report April 2016
March 31, 2016
Odd Year - A17
Even Year - A16
Corporate
Reserved/Unspent
Two years expenses (CDs)
Grant Fund Available
Grant Fund Allocated
Capital Eq Unallocated
Capital Equipment Allocated
Relaxacon
Lunacon
Training Fund
Scholarship(?) Fund
Voted Expenses
(excludes budget)
Unspent Budget
Total Reserved
Unallocated Funds
Total Corporate Funds
Total Assets

$16,212.99
$73,630.36

$41,661.06
$1,700.00
$5,000.00
$4,773.79
$3,400.00
$487.45
$5,109.69
$829.00
$0.00
$6,780.00
$4,372.64

Total Corporate Income
Total Corporate Expenses
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$1.30
-$10,000.00
-$100.00
$100.00
$239.90
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
-$1,154.54
$74,113.63 -$803.65
$47,614.75 -$1,180.31
$121,728.38 -$1,983.96
$211,571.73 -$11,593.12
$83.25
-$6,194.66
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Change vs. last month
-$3,840.85
-$5,768.31

-$1,319.49
-$1,041.88
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Fannish Resume for David D’Antonio (aka DDA)
Arisia:
 2005: Started out as Event Liaison (a single point of contact for an event organizer so they don’t
have to deal with multiple divisions/areas) and got promoted to Asst. DivHead a couple of
months in. The DivHead was sick at con so I took over all Events DivHead duties with
consultations with her. This was the year of a blizzard at con so had to come up with an extra day
of entertainment as the city was shut down.
 2006: Events DivHead. For these 2 years, Tech was an Area under Events and so reported to me.
 2007: Events DivHead. We moved to the Hyatt Regency in Cambridge which had less function
space than the Park Plaza.
 2008: Art Show Director. Arisia Art Shows aren’t the size of WorldCon ones, usually, nor do we
have retrospectives or other exhibits.
 2009: Events Consigliere (aka Asst. DivHead :-)
 2010: Events DivHead
 2011: Art Show Director
 2012: Events DivHead - This year, the conChair basically talked me into combining Events and
Exhibits (which consisted of the Art Show, Dealers Room, Gaming and Artist’s Alley); if it
wasn’t in a Programming room, I was running it! The Art Show was a particular challenge
because I had two Art Show co-Directors who, while friends, had trouble working together. I split
them up in that one dealt with the artists and the other did logistics, setup, etc. We also were in
new space in the Westin Boston Waterfront and so now had a dedicated Dance space.
 2013: Asst Events DivHead - I had minimal responsibilities this year; I ran the Blood Drive.
 2014: Exhibits DivHead - The conChair wanted me to run this division since I had experience
(see 2012).
 2015: Events DivHead - One thing I explicitly wanted to accomplish was to train an assistant
DivHead who could take over; I was a successful in that my assistant this year helped run Events
in 2016.
 2016: Events Area Head. I started out as an Asst DivHead but politics happened and I was
“demoted” to Area Head. My job was to watch mailing lists and advise the Events DivHead(s)
given my background and experience.
Worldcon:
Note that Events at Arisia is very different from Events at a WorldCon. Events at Arisia puts on large
events; plays, concerts, dances, GoH presentations. If it needs a ballroom, it’s under Events. We do have
the Masquerade under us but the rest of what we do is mostly a booking service and performer outreach.
We are the main consumer of Tech’s services.
 Renovation (WorldCon in Reno, NV): Music and Dance Area Head under Events. Brought in
somewhat late and responsible for all music, concerts, etc. and dance. Recruited some staff (my
dance masters were excellent and handled most of the dances themselves).
 LoneStarCon3 (WorldCon in San Antonio, TX): Ran Masq Green Room. Brought in quite late
but had good support from folks had done this at Arisia many times.
 Sasquan (WorldCon in Spokane, WA): Deputy DivHead for Events and Hugo Ceremony
Director. Brought in to help with Events with the intention of learning how WorldCons do things.
Ended up working with other DDHs and the DH to manage a rather large Events program. About
6 weeks before the con, the Hugo Ceremony Director quit for financial reasons and I took over
Hugo Ceremony with one of the other DDHs; they quit about 1 week pre-con (but continued to
help out, thankfully!) so I ended up the sole Director. We put on a professional, relatively neutral,
show in rather challenging circumstances.
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Fannish Resume for Jaime Garmendia
Arisia Corporate
 Vice President 2015-2016
 Member at Large 2014-2015
Convention
 Assistant ConChair 2016, 2017
 Division Head, Exhibits 2015
 Division Head, Programming 2013, 2014
 Track Manager, Maker 2014
 Track Manager, Comics 2011, 2012
 Panelist 2009-2016
Readercon
 Con Suite volunteer 2013
MICE [Massachusetts Independent Comics Expo]
 Program AV Manager 2012
COMTO National Meeting [Conference of Minority Transportation Officials]
 Shift Leader, Volunteer Pool 2015. National Meeting locations are selected like WorldCon. I am
not a member of COMTO Boston Chapter, but was selected as shift leader based on my extensive
experience with Arisia.
SPX [Small Press Expo], MoCCA [Museum of Comics & Cartoon Art], MECAF [Maine Comics
Arts Festival]
 Vendor, various years
Boston Comics Roundtable
 Planning Committee 2014-present
 Member 2006-present
 Contributor to various publications
After several years as an active member in a loosely organized collective, I became more involved in
Arisia and moved to the suburbs, so my involvement dwindled. In 2014, the organization became more
organized and instituted a Planning Committee to provide organizational guidance and develop policy.

Committees
Budget Committee:
Benjamin Levy (chair), Rachel Kadel-Garcia, Rick
Kovalcik, Alex Latzko, Tom Traina
Comps Committee:
Michael Sprague (chair), David D’Antonio, Kathryn
Kun, Danielle Reese, Skip Morris, Jaime Garmendia

IT Committee:
Abby Noyce (chair), Rick Kovalcik, Benjamin Levy,
Peter Olszowka, Noel Rosenberg, Sharon Sbarsky
Logo Committee:
Anna Bradley (chair), Abby Noyce, Lia Olsborg, Sharon
Sbarsky, Kevin Schendell, Persis Thorndike, Tom
Traina
Long Range Planning:
Conor Walsh (chair), Anna Bradley, Mink Rosequist

Grants Committee:
Jaime Garmendia (chair), David D’Antonio, Diana
Hsu, Fred Isaacs
Honors Committee:
Fred Isaacs (chair), Anna Bradley, Mike Sprague
Hotel Search Committee:
Phi (chair), Emily Coombs, Paul Kraus, Kris
“Nchanter” Snyder, Ellie Younger
Corporate Inventory Control Committee:
Rick Kovalcik (chair), Lisa Hertel, Benjamin Levy,
Skip Morris, Lia Olsborg, *hobbit*
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Relaxacon Committee:
Rick Kovalcik, Kris "Nchanter" Snyder ("Buttercup")
Student Art Contest:
Jacob Lefton
Student Writing Contest:
Terry Holt (chair), Abby Noyce, Lia Olsborg, Kevin
Schendell, Persis Thorndike, Tom Traina
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Storage Key List
If you need access to Arisia storage and do not have a key, email keys@arisia.org and all key holders will receive
your request.
Key#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Holder
Landlord
Noel Rosenberg
Skip Morris
Craig McDonough
Dave Shevett
Phi Shectman
Dan Noé
Michael Trachtenberg
*hobbit*
Rick Kovalcik
Crystal Huff

Key#
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Holder
Persis Thorndike
Rachel Silber
Janet Stickle
Mike Sprague
Lia Olsborg
Anna Bradley
Peter Olszowka
Alex Latzko
David Shaw
Tom Traina
Sharon Sbarsky

Key#
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Holder
Lucky
Pat Vandenberg
Lisa Hertel
Arthur Ercolini
Benjamin Levy
Angela Morley
David Silber
Jaime Garmendia
Rick Katze
open

Membership List As of 5/1/2016
Dawn "Dash" Ash
Rob Bazemore*
Melissa Beetham
Bridget Boyle
Anna Bradley
Mieke Citroen
Adam Cohn
Brian Cooper*
Tom Coveney
Elizabeth Crefin
Mary Catelynn Cunningham
David D'Antonio
Jaquelin Davison
Daniel Eareckson
Don Eastlake
Jill Eastlake
Arthur Ercolini
Angela Ercolini
Anna Erishkigal
Maria Eskinazi
Kelly Fabijanic
Patrick J. Flaherty
John Francini
Jaime Garmendia
Joel Herda
Lisa Hertel
Terry Holt
Diana Hsu
Crystal Huff
Fred Isaacs
Ray Isaacs
Suli Isaacs

Rachel Kadel-Garcia
Jeanne Kahn
Walter Kahn
Rick Katze
Jeff Keller
Allan Kent
Rick Kovalcik
Paul Kraus
Alex Latzko
Paul "PJ" Letersky
Michael "Lucky" Leuchtenburg
Benjamin Levy
Carol London
Ken London
Glenn MacWilliams
B. Diane Martin
Alan McAvinney
Craig McDonough
Amos Meeks
James Meickle
Jason Melchert
Dale Meyer-Curley
Erik Meyer-Curley
Elliottt Mitchell
Angela Morley
Skip Morris
Dan Noë
Abby Noyce
Lia Olsborg
Mary Olszowka
Peter Olszowka
Sheila Oranch

Kris Pelletier
Karen Purcell
Jaelen Rachlin
Danielle Reese
Mark Richards
Nicole Robinson
Noel Rosenberg
Andy Rosequist
Mink Rosequist
Joe Ross*
Sharon Sbarsky
Kevin Schendell
Jason Schneiderman
Jude Shabry
Nicholas "phi" Shectman
Dave Shevett
Cris Shuldiner*
David Silber
Rachel Silber
Kris "Nchanter" Snyder
J. Michael Spencer
Mike Sprague
Persis Thorndike
Daniel Toland
Tom Traina
Amol Vaidya
Pat Vandenberg
Al *hobbit* Walker
Conor Walsh
Tanya Washburn
Ian Waters
Ellie Younger

*honorary
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Executive Board (Eboard), 2015-2016
President
Vice President
Corporate Treasurer
Clerk
Members-At-Large

Arisia ’16 Conchair
Arisia ’16 Treasurer
Arisia ’17 Conchair
Arisia ’17 Treasurer

Conor Walsh
Jaime Garmendia
Benjamin Levy
Lisa Hertel
Daniel Eareckson
Abby Noyce
Jaelen Rachlin
Kris Snyder
Rick Kovalcik
Anna Bradley
Tom Traina

president@arisia.org
vicepresident@arisia.org
treasurer@arisia.org
clerk@arisia.org
daniel@arisia.org
abby@arisia.org
jaelen@arisia.org
buttercup@arisia.org
buttercup@arisia.org
conchair@arisia.org
con-treasurer@arisia.org

Mentor Subscription Information
Subscription to Mentor of Arisia is included with Corporate Membership. Membership runs from September 1st to
August 31st and costs $24. Dues are pro-rated on a monthly basis for members joining during the year.
May
June
July

$8
$6
$4

August
September
October

$2
$24
$20

Calendar
Sun May 22, 2:00pm: Arisia Corporate Meeting - Bdg 66, Room 66-144, MIT, 25 Ames St, Cambridge
Fri May 27 - 30: Balticon - Baltimore MD, WisCon - Madison WI
Fri Jun 3 - 5: Relaxacon - Corsair 7 Cross Rip, 41 Chase Ave, Dennis Port, MA
Sun Jun 12, 11:00am: All-Day Div Head Meeting - Chez Wood - 19 Chesley Rd., Newton Centre
Tue Jun 14, 7:30pm: Arisia Corporate Meeting - NESFA Clubhouse, 504 Medford St, Somerville
Thu Jul 7 - 10: Readercon - Marriott, Quincy
Sun Jul 17, 2:00pm: Corporate Meeting (2pm) w/ Annual Cookout (~4pm) - Chez Wood - Newton
Wed Aug 17 - 21: MidAmeriCon 2 (Worldcon) - Kansas City, MO
Sat Sep 3, 3:00pm: NESFA picnic - Larz Anderson Park, Brookline
Sun Sep 18, 2:00pm: Default Date/Time for Arisia Annual Corporate Meeting - probably at MIT
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